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"Thieves' Kitchen" when he noticed the deputy standing
outside, his face shrouded in gloom. Instead of scowling as
the medical student drew near, he obviously was relieved.
Immediately he beckoned him to the doorway, and in
agitated tones related his fears that a regular lodger was
smitten down with fever: "Will you examine him. Doctor?
And for Heaven's sake keep us out of quarantine!"
Barnardo's long-awaited chance had arrived; at once he
was conducted to the sick lad. Many boys were in the room,
none seemingly more than nineteen. The patient was a wiry
lad in his early teens, and the fever, being mild, quickly
yielded to treatment; so quarantine was unnecessary. But
the lad had to remain in bed a fortnight, and Barnardo
visited him once or twice every day. Soon, therefore, he
came to know something of the secrets of the place; and
the appellation "Thieves' Kitchen" proved apt. The house
was a den of thieves, where frequently stolen goods were
sold to accomplices at a seventh, or even a tenth, of their
market price.
Soon also Barnardo realized two things which proved
significant; first, that most of the house clientele could
neither read nor write; second, that if he visited his patient
late at night he would find nearly all the boys "at home5'.
This information he put to account. On his third visit he
had brought a copy of Uncle Torrfs Cabin to read aloud to
his patient, thus helping him while away the hours in bed;
but, to his surprise, he had scarcely begun to read when
all the boys in the room gathered round him3 "with open
ears and open mouths". So, realizing his opportunity, he
postponed his visits till later at night; and when, after
attending his patient, he continued the story, nearly every
lad in the house was listening.
On the fourth night he arrived specially late, and,
passing through the kitchen en route to his patient, noticed
a tall, lithe youth about seventeen toasting a herring
before the grate. The lad's appearance made

